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Panoramic, 360° video provides 
excellent surveillance solution for 
casinos, gaming and resorts

Products 
• Evolution 360 Indoor Concealed 

Camera

About Evolution 360 
• Constant 360° surveillance, no 

blind spots
• Silent operation, no moving parts
• Quick and easy installation

• Light weight enclosure that can 
be completely concealed behind 
ceilings or walls voids

• False wall or ceiling thickness of 
between 3mm (1/4”) and 25mm (1”)

• Fully supports IEEE802.3af Class 2 
Power over Ethernet (PoE)

• Pleasing aesthetics in either black 
or white finish

• Minimum illumination 0.2 lux, 
providing clarity in low lights

• Convenient flush-mounting 
enclosure

• Suitable for ceiling, wall or table 
mounted applications

Additional Resources
For Evolution 360 details, visit:
www.pelco.com/panoramic 

Find more application and case 
studies at: www.pelco.com

Casinos have very unique security challenges and must 
follow stringent regulations designed to maintain the 
integrity of gaming operations, and provide for the safety 
and security of hundreds of employees and thousands 
of guests. Large casinos must maintain 24/7 surveillance 
of multiple tables, machines, sports pools, cages, vaults, 
count rooms, records and even the security room itself.

Operators have tried to solve the problem of being 
everywhere at once by installing more and more 
cameras, which means large banks of monitors, large 
storage space for recorded video, and a team of security 
professionals to monitor the systems.

Pelco and Oncam Grandeye understand that a well-
trained surveillance team is the casino’s first line of 
defence and with thousands of gamblers crowding 

the gaming floor on a busy night, spotting a person of 
interest requires a trained eye. Panoramic surveillance 
technology can greatly enhance the team’s effectiveness, 
providing operators with a panoramic, 360-degree field 
of view that’s capable of spotting and tracking a cheat 
across the gaming floor from a single vantage point.

If an incident is identified and a cheat is caught in the act, 
the 360-degree camera can monitor their movements 
anywhere in the casino before they exit. Eventually 
the cheat will have to pass through a choke point or a 
narrow pathway in the casino and that’s where they can 
be apprehended.

With award-winning, patented, 360-degree IP camera 
technology, Evolution 360 can help operators be in more 
places with fewer cameras.

Application Type: Gaming Technology:  360° Video

Critical Application


